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THE DEPORTEE AMONG US - Epilogue
He has not really done anything wrong...
and he got married in January.
So I’m actually giving him the benefit of the doubt.
If he would be returned he will come back anyway
because his wife is here.
- Case-worker deciding not to proceed deportation

Now that you, reader, will almost leave me and this work on deportation
sites as they unfold in our shared world, I wish to send you off with some,
as it were, more collective reflections. In this reflection I continue to turn to
you, reader, as a subject rather than as a spectator. To do so, I briefly catch
up on the questions that incited the discussions forming this work. The first
question raised in the introduction of this research was: how are deportable
subjects made? Through this dissertation, I let you into the process of making a
deportable subject in daily file-work. This subject is shaped in the collection of
relations mobilized on a file trajectory. Rather than forming an intrinsic core,
an identity that can be revealed or found, the deportable subject appears in a
dense knotting of these relations. The deportable subject is crucially shaped
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as a constellation that is relational and situated, yet recorded as bureaucratic
evidence that figures as a knowledge claim intricately related to sovereign
power. To recap the second question from the introduction: how does this
deportable subject become relevant in our daily social lives?
The deportable subject unfolds in an ongoing process of recognition. When
we recognize people as strangers to our society, we reproduce the imaginary
of categorizing people as belonging or not in relation to a national territory
that, as we know, overlaps with a national community within a nation-state.
What became clear by attending to deportation practices is that the nonbelongingness attributed to a stranger is unstable. Belonging is relational. This
implies that the subjects as well as the categories of belonging are situational.
Similarly, the bureaucratic recognition of a body in the category of nondeportability, just as in deportability, is a bureaucratic snapshot. A recording
of a fluid constellation of relations. We could not only all be bureaucrats. We
could also all be deportees. If the deportable subject is situated and formed
in relations, everyone might as well become that deportable subject. In other
words, we are the others. They are us. This stretches the statement that we are
all migrants, a statement most powerful on the level of recognition. In contrast,
the insight that we could all be deportees means that we can all be subjugated
to the sovereign power that is at stake in deportations. Now we can see how
a question like ‘how can we let deportations happen?’ not only confronts us
with a moral dilemma about what injustices others are confronted with in
our (political) name. While remaining sensitive towards the (equally situated)
privilege that certain bodies attract over others, the answer to this question
also demands that we address our shared precariousness in the matter.
Having observed the workings of the bureaucratic knowledge that is created
in deportation file-work in order to practice and perform deportations, we
are confronted with the realization that we share the human potential of both
becoming the deportation bureaucrats as well as deportable people. We all
share in the deportation practices that take place now. This brings me to the
final words of reflection from me as a writer, hoping that the thoughts put
forward in this work will continue to resonate with its readers:
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The figure of the deportable subject is made in daily file-work, meaning that
deportation file-work is a bureaucratic knowledge practice. The knowledge
created transpires into our worlds through the deportation infrastructures
that we build. This way, the deportable subject becomes relevant in our social
lives not only by performing boundaries of belonging between us and them. The
deportable subject does not arrive from a faraway horizon where ‘they’ belong
but is always already among us; ‘they’ only become in our midst. Through this
process of becoming, us and them – we – are collectively involved in the violent
bordering that is mobilized around notions of belonging. The violence that
we humans are capable of by categorizing people as deportees is cruelly real,
primarily for deportees but also for deportation bureaucrats and others who
are webbed up in the practicalities of deporting. At the same time, deportation
file-work and the slippery, situated constellation wherein a deportable subject
is formed, testify that the deportable person is only as real as the political
imaginary in which it is mobilized. When we contribute to this imaginary in
our daily lives, let us be reminded that deportation bureaucracy testifies to
our collective and dual potential of becoming a deportation bureaucrat or a
deportable person ourselves.
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